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Writing for your Brand
Blogging

Creativity, Content and Community













Why write?



‘After nourishment, shelter and 
companionship, stories are the 
thing we need most in the 
world’
Philip Pullman







Today
1 Creativity
2 Content

3 Community



Creativity and 
your brand



Get creative - for you

● Explore the unknown. Routine and habit can squash creativity and stifle us
● Keep an idea book
● Use mind maps
● Design and foster an environment that encourages creativity
● Be creative away from work
● Find Your muse



Get creative - for you

● Think like an artist
● Be curious
● Create a vision board
● Do something - go for a walk!
● Collaborate
● Think about ‘what ifs’



Get creative - for your brand

Subject matter that is different
Appeal to an audience that doesn’t 
expect it
Fun
Generous
Different angle on a ‘same-old’
Brave

Ridiculous
Competitions, quiz, surveys, 
weird stats...
Nostalgia
Future-looking
Collaborative
Forget about you



Get Creative
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What makes a great story?

Embrace the Human - Telling the story of a real person can transform the 

oversized into human-scale. It makes it real.

Accentuate the Positive - People connect with emotional content. The 

stronger the emotion, the better.

Track a Narrative - To capture people’s attention, your story needs to have a 

dramatic narrative arc: 

exposition > rising action > climax > falling action > denouement



Blogging



Why blog?



Blogging tips



Blogging tips





Blogging resources



Use your blog to



Use your blog to











I booked in to a Premier Inn just a few days ago and came across a great 
example of a heartfelt gesture which was actually a brilliant PR exercise.



The team there had simply left a note warning drivers about the 
impending cold weather and left a bottle of deicer and a bunch of scrapers 
for people to borrow. 
Genius!
This idea demonstrated that the staff a) cared about and b) thought about 
their customers.
Not only that, it would potentially improve safety on the roads.
I asked the receptionist just who was behind the initiative and he 
explained that the management team were given a small budget each 



month to spend creatively. 
Another example of their thoughtfulness was a bunch of colouring 
crayons and pads for children to take to their rooms.
I love the simplicity of these ideas, and the fact that they were not, in 
origin, PR driven.
In fact, I cannot remember any of the marketing messages in my room or 
around the hotel... but, I have told everyone who will listen about the note 
and the de-icer. 
Step forward the staff at Premier Inn Fitzroy Road, Exeter.
I salute you!



Writing



Just do it

Step 1: Understand your audience
Step 2: Start with a topic and working title
Step 3: Write an intro (and make it captivating)
Step 4: Organize your content
Step 5: Write!
Step 6: Edit/proofread your post, and fix your formatting



Remember

Timeless content - sticks around
Be Truthful
Reveal your voice
Have a point and conviction
Be useful and informative
Be patient and learn



Tips

Show not tell
Emotional moments beat facts
Nail the headline and intro
Short sentences and paragraphs
Build in ways for readers to get involved
Check your facts and spelling
Get a second opinion (test: makes you stop, think, laugh?)
End with a call to action





Community

Community





Tips

Find your people
Create a ‘neutral zone’
Give value
Listen and learn
Share
Collaborate
Find the right platform / channel













feedback





Looking for award-winning Marketing and PR?



Some of what we do to help businesses grow...

○ Marketing and PR
○ Press releases and media liaison
○ Events
○ Social media
○ Marketing campaigns
○ Facebook advertising
○ Award entries

Start a conversation with us today
hello@astleymedia.co.uk




